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 Raindrops strike a puddle 

Problem Set 1, Question 2



Problem Set 1, Question 2





Drinking in space:  Pset 1, Q6
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Surfactants: surface-active reagents
!  molecules that find it energetically favourable to reside at an interface

!  generally act to reduce       locally,                   : may induce Marangoni flows
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Surfactants:  impart effective elasticity to contaminated interfaces

Surface divergence

Surface convergence

    through resisting flows with non-zero surface divergence
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Surfactants:  impart effective elasticity to contaminated interfaces

Surface divergence

Surface convergence

    through resisting flows with non-zero surface divergence
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Clean interface  =  `slippery trampoline’

!   resists deformation through generation of normal curvature pressures

Surfactant-laden interface  =  trampoline

!   resists surface deformation as does a clean interface

!   can support tangential stresses via Marangoni elasticity

!   cannot generate traction on the interface



Soap films

!  stabilized against rupture by presence of surfactants

Draining soap film

!   weight of film supported by Marangoni stress
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The influence of surfactant on bubbles and drops

Observation: small bubbles, drops rise at speeds anticipated for RIGID particles

no internal
circulation

!   rearrangement of surfactant          Marangoni, viscous stresses balance on surface

!   surfactant rigidifies drop surface: internal circulation suppressed
 
!   effect most pronounced for small drops, bubbles since
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The suppression of capillary waves by surfactant

!  wave motion generates regions of surface divergence

!  concomitant surfactant gradients generate Marangoni stresses

!  resulting small scale flows extremely dissipative

!  flat ship wakes first remarked upon by Pliney the Elder

!  now used to track submarines: flat wakes visible on satellite images 
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!  examined by Benjamin Franklin, motivated by Bermudan spear fishermen



The footprints of whales

!  surfactants (biomaterial in water column) swept to surface by diving whales
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!  suppress capillary waves and cascade to larger scale waves



Wind

Puddle

Capillary waves
stagnant
surface

The dynamics of puddles 

!  surfactants swept to lee of puddle by wind stress

!  Marangoni stress balances wind stress          stagnant surface

!  capillary waves suppressed by surfactant in lee of puddle
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Surfactants and a murder mystery

waves
flat

WIND

Who dunnit?



Nature, 22, 1880



Course projects:  some old favorites

#1:  Michela Geri.  Thermally-induced drop noncoalescence 



Course projects:  some old favorites

#2.  Bubbles in moonshine production 



#3:  On gleeking:  yawn-induced sprays



Some course project ideas



Solve this problem exactly…

…. and find some interesting extensions.

Can you develop it into a nice problem set problem?



Anurida maritima

Can a floating body propel itself across a 
      flat interface quasi-statically?



Propulsion via Faraday waves : Experiments

Produce a boat powered by Faraday waves…

Produce a boat/gear powered by a walking drop…



Wedding cake structure
in impacting drops and 
water balloons



The bubble engine

- Solovev et al. (2009): 
Catalytic Microtubular Jet Engines Self-Propelled by Accumulated Gas Bubbles



Fireworks

(see Inoue et al. GFM)

Sparklers



Flapping retracting soap films 

 (Lhuissier & Villermaux, 2009)

- results from Marangoni elasticity 
  of soap film



Art project (with Physics Girl)



Starlings

What is the effective surface tension of the flock?



 Peloton 
dynamics

What is the effective surface tension of the peloton?

Can inter-peloton motion be considered as a Marangoni flow?



Physics of skiing and skating



Physics of curling



What sets the wavelength 
          of the ripples?



What sets the wavelength 
          of the ripples?



Interfacial effects in snowflake formation



Bubbles in ice



Bubbles in ice

What sets their shape?



Frost



Fire & Ice

On icicles and deep-fried turkey



Dynamics of microdroplets over the surface 
of hot water (Umeki et al., Sci. Rep., 2015)



Acoustically forced jets



Harmonic Faraday Instability :  Experiment

  There are fluids for which the most unstable wave mode is harmonic
rather than subharmonic.

 In this regime, assess whether it is possible for drops to levitate or walk.



Faraday waves in floating lenses   (Pucci et al. 2012) 

(isopropanol)

(!uorinated oil)



low forcing amplitude

high forcing amplitude after a few minutes

Faraday waves in floating lenses  
low interfacial tension

ethanol silicon oil
100cSt



Jet-induced fracture of a free surface



Wind

Puddle

Capillary waves
stagnant
surface

The dynamics of puddles 

!  surfactants swept to lee of puddle by wind stress

!  Marangoni stress balances wind stress          stagnant surface

!  capillary waves suppressed by surfactant in lee of puddle
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The Thoreau-Reynolds Ridge



The Thoreau-
Reynolds Ridge



Bubbles in glass blowing



Marangoni  Doomsday
The storage of radioactive liquid waste.

Marangoni 
burrowing



Capillary effects in candles



Soap films

!  stabilized against rupture by presence of surfactants

Draining soap film

!   weight of film supported by Marangoni stress
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                             A string in a soap film

                                         

5 1.1 Surface Tension 

)imensionally, bl = EL -2. 

)frnJ/rn2 Stated in words , 

:ase the surface area by 

[Jamie work. 3 It can be de-
free energy F that accom-

(1.2) 

lC total volume. 
icnce, which we will refrain 
rged to consult the text by 

if one works with a fixed 
(' grand potential n = F -

unit length. Dimensionally, 
'Y in units of m. We 

" manifests itself as a force 

rm of a wedge and its two 
ad. If one deposi ts a liquid 
the film will want to shrink 
1dicularly and uniformly on 
lately lose its slack and take 

membrane. A flexible loop , 
llbcdded in the membrane 
shape until the membrane 

es into a circle. 
es of a rectan gle. A second 
f the rectangle, constitutes 
apparatus is dipped into a 

1, and glycerine to make the 
is removed from the liquid , 
;aneously in the direction of 
)1' the liquid. If the frame is 
o climb up the incline, only 
iquid membrane is pierced . 

FIGURE 14. of surface tension: force normal to the line 
(wire , roel). (From A Dmp of Water: A Book of Science and Wonder, by Walter 
Wick. Published by Scholastic Press, a division of Scholastic Inc. Photographs © 
1997 by Walter Wick. Reproduced by permission.) 

If the mobile rod moves by a distance dx , the work done is 

oW = F . dx = 2,' . I . dx (1. :j) 

where the factor of 2 reflects the presence of two int rfl'tces. This demon-
strates that 'Y is also the force exerted per unit lengt h of the rod. In con-
clusion, 

"7 is a force (per unit length) norrnal to the rod in the plane of the 
surface and directed toward the l·iquid. 

Capillary forces are truly remarkable. They enable insects to walk on 
water. However, should the pond become polluted with detergents, which 
lower the surface tension, the llnfortunate insects will drown' This phe-
nomenon of fl otation can be studied by depositing a sewing needle on a 
very thin piece of toilet paper brought up the surface. After gently remov-
ing the toilet paper, the needle keeps on floating. The moment one adds a 
drop of detergent, the needle sinks instantly. 

!
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If you use a hair, you can achieve neutral buoyancy, and so have
     a two-dimensional model of a balloon in the atmosphere.



Marangoni  buckling

Emulsification through Area Contraction 
T.Dabros A.Yeung J.Masliyah J.Czarnecki

The collapse of a water drop in
a surfactant-laden oil



Biofilms and Marangoni convection

Ben-Joseph et al. 



Capillary effects 
    in the eye



Capillary effects and spider webs



1 cm



Paint spray

Criterion for drop formation?



Toroidal bubbles

Knots?  Buckling?




